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Pray of P.V. for relief of pain and healing from knee problems.
Pray for G.F. who is recovering from a gun shot wound from a gang attack. Pray for
complete healing and mobility.
Pray for O.G. who suffered burns after falling into a fire while fleeing a gang attack.
Pray our staff can tend to her burn wounds, that treatment would work to heal, and
that God responds with deliverance and healing during this tumultuous time in her
life.
Pray for V.R. to respond to medications to recover from a fever that has plagued her,
per her mother's request.
Pray for R.K. who is a mother that recently lost her child. Pray God's nearness would
comfort her and her family enduring great loss. 
Pray for D.F. who has issues with his heart and desires a healing touch from God to
restore his health.
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Pray for wisdom, strength, and compassion for our staff. With other clinics closing,
and many displaced, we are seeing an increase in acute cases and chronic disease
with patients who essentially have nothing after fleeing their homes. Pray God would
provide our staff with clear communication and sound clinical judgement for
diagnosis and treatment. Pray God would continue to provide the access to
medications needed to dispense to our patients. 
The Prime Minister submitted his resignation in March, contingent upon the
establishment of a Presidential Council. There have been many obstacles along the
way, and not much actual progress has been made to move forward with new
leadership. The gangs have escalated their violence, particularly in the capital of Port
au Prince. Pray for wise, humble, considerate leaders would emerge and
communicate a clear vision moving forward.
Pray for God's mercy and peace to abound in Haiti. Each month it seems many
Haitians are to their breaking point, and each month the situation seems to further
deteriorate. Pray churches can continue to be bright lights and that all believers in
Haiti could represent Christ well in pointing others to the hope that is found in Him. 
Continue to pray for our staff as they travel around Haiti to purchase supplies and to
transport patients. God has heard your prayer thus far and been very gracious in
protecting us all along the way.
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Pray for S.J.S.L. who senses Satan attacking him and seeks deliverance by
God from demonic powers.
Pray for I.P. who is experiencing debilitating back pain and wants prayer
for treatments to work, pain to diminish, and for wholeness again.
Pray for B.D.G. who has fever and a cold, as does everyone in his house,
and wants healing from Jesus, for him and his entire household.



Pray for the Zachary children, Deanna, and Abigail as they adjust after evacuating
Haiti on March 21st. Pray blessings on MFI for flying they out to safety.
Pray for Casey and Briana and their children, as they are separated from them
during this season.
Pray for Charly, who got stuck in FL when the airports shut down. He is attempting
to return to Haiti and rejoin the team in early April.
Pray for Lori, Briana, and Casey as they remain in Cazale, that God would sustain
them and empower them for such a time as this.
Pray for each of us to be diligent in filling ourselves up with God's Word and
connecting with Him in prayer, because we are all somewhat maxed out. We are
thankful that in our weakness, His strength is made perfect. 
Pray for our communication as a staff, as we try to address problems, coordinate
fundraising and supplies, and lead our staff from various locations across the US
and Haiti. (And thank God for dependable Starlink Internet that makes it possible!)
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We are grateful for your prayers and would appreciate the
opportunity to lift you up to the Lord during our Wednesday

night devotions. Please send your requests to
prayer@realhopeforhaiti.org. May Jesus be huge in your life!
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Pray prayers of thanksgiving for the Lord connecting us with so many
faithful and generous partners like you, who stick with us and the people
of Haiti through tough times. Food and fuel prices have soared,
medication prices have gone up, transportation has become
complicated, and because of the kindness of our supporters, we have so
far had the resources we need to rise to whatever challenge, meet
significant needs, and pivot to different solutions to ever emerging
problems. Pray prayers of praise because we are extremely grateful!

Pray for us, as we have had a few staff receive their paperwork to travel to the US on
the humanitarian parole program. Pray the Lord bless and provide for them as they
go, and pray God would provide us with committed and competent staff to replace
them.


